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We know that many of you are struggling and that your Time-Space hologram is experiencing a little turbulence
navigating the current Earth simulation.
As you go through this acceleration
process, we send you a gentle reminder
to let go of who you think you are, remain in a relaxed and open state, and
be creative. You have been chosen to be
part of an Aesthetic Whole System Design Project for V.24.3., also known as
Blue Planet or Planet Earth.
Your Planet is in the final stages of the
Technosphere, an artificially devised
construct to keep you in a lowered frequency. It filters out your connection
to other Cosmic Civilizations. But soon,
this will all be a distant memory. You
are in the process of being upgraded
to the Noosphere, the awakened Planetary Mind. Forgotten power will be
restored.Yo
There is much to remember. Have patience. Remember that you hold a key
that unlocks future timelines.

As you open new possibilities in
your mind’s eye, new potentialities
emerge in the Galactic Whole.
Nothing is predetermined. You are
the creative force of all interdimensional Cosmic Civilizations. Your
task is to discover and co-create ever more harmonic resonant
fields.

Welcome to the third edition of the

Galactic E-zine. In this telepathic
edition, we will explore and transmit
a resonant bridge of coded aesthetic
designs from multiple Cosmic Civilizations. We extend our mentation waves
to help you remember your way back to
us in the future, NOW.
PAGE 4

You are being called to:
Let go of all you have
known and allow the
Dream to Remember
Itself.
PAGE 5
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civilization and mind frame, we
would need to expand beyond
our current awareness and attract
a new, creative timeline, which
will express an aesthetic and harmonic planetary culture rooted in
creative peace aligned with natural forces.

Bridge
of Time
Peace among all times & spaces!
This broadcast is an open loop transmission
generated in multiple realities simultaneously
from the Uranian outpost of the Galactic Maya
& the secret Time sharers.

Many of you wonder how
we managed to get to this future radiant timeline, which is
a parallel potentiality for your
Planet.

We who speak are Time Travelers, Time Witnesses and
Time Generators. We are another yourself.

We, too, had taken 3D biological roots, and our Planet had
gotten into a technospheric
state that almost consumed all
of the Planet’s natural resources.

We define Time as an open
sphere with no edges or borders, a constant stream always
shapeshifting. Time contains
all possibilities and is accessed
through the Present Moment;
past and future are happening
Now.

We, too, had a wired, interconnected, artificial & collective mind talking to itself, feeding the planetary mind with
death, fear, and power abuse.
As the first Dreamspell was
set in motion, a sudden realization occurred: “by keeping
track of Time, you attract
more Time.” (A Dreamspell refers to any consensual reality).
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Time is the stream through which our consciousness is
always evolving, learning and
challenging itself to create harmonic resolutions for any given
situation.
From this perspective, we understand that in order to transmute the artificially mechanized

We began this process by
connecting our mind with
the mind of the Planet.
By attuning our mind with the
planetary orbit, we connect with
its local star, the Sun. Through the
Sun, we scan and read the unique
patterns of information contained
in each planetary orbit.
We study their relations, their
synodic and stellar cycles, and
how they interact and work together forming a living harmonic
matrix.
As we engage in our solar system’s living dynamics and structures, it becomes apparent that an
underlying aesthetic and mathematical matrix design was and is
in full operation in all dimensions
simultaneously, running every layer of universal existence.
We come to know this mathematical matrix as the synchronic
order.

“2.12. To accelerate the direct
experience of parallel universes,
memory retrieval and interdimensional travel, telepathically
imprint the Holomind Perceiver
onto your corpus callosum and
absorb it through meditative samadhi.”
260 Keys to Synchronotron
Through this practice, the Bridge of Time presented itself to us.
Multiple timelines converged for us, as evolution is tied
to potentialities, divine will,
and creative imagination, making
them all available.
By harmonizing our individual
and collective biological suits
with the totality of the solar system, we become functional to the
Ah’ Kal Baalam (the One Knower
of Totality) in our Sun, who is
always receiving the evolutionary
stream prospects from the Central Sun of the Galaxy, a.k.a.: Hunab Ku.
By this resonant attunement,
we could manifest the Planetary
Rainbow Body: a Planet with
Noosphere and harmonize the different aspects of the whole Solar
System.

With this understanding, we
remember the Holomind Perceiver, that holographic key for radial
perception and whole conscious
awareness.
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The new language of

the Real Human

In the quest for knowing and understanding
oneself, we begin a journey to Self; our
real Self reveals itself completely. As we
continue to delve deeper in this quest, we
understand the layers of each step we have
to tread. Each step takes us to the next Medium, next Dimension, and next Frequency.

As we continue our evolution to

te well with this beautiful language
as it is connected with Mother Ear-

evolvement, we begin to unders-

th, Divine feminine. We vibrate with

tand the new language —the langua-

this beautiful energy that will easily

ge of the real human, the language

awaken every soul willing to know

of Self.

Self, connect with Self, learn more

This language is an inner mechanism

about Self, and transcend Self to re-

corresponding to the Self. We be-

turn to the Ultimate Self.

gin to hear colors vibrate, beautiful
nuances that are subtle to the ears.
We see sound as vibrating waves
radiating its energy, subtle to the

Let’s embrace
the language of the
real human.
in a human world to
create Real Humans
from Humans.

eyes of every single cell. The numbers realign all the coordinates. With
a touch of a number, we begin to
speak the complete language of the
Real Human —a language of colors,
sound, and numbers. We resona-
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Schedule your Time Travel
Looking for a
company that
can help you
with time travel?

Zuvuya
is the
company
to call !

Adventure Today!
We offer a wide range of time

Or maybe you want to experience the freedom of traveling
across space and time and even
into other world systems.

Zuvuya is the world’s first and
unique time travel company.

Our company can also assist
you in the experience of multiple timelines and/or in exploring
different types of universes or
dimensions.
Imagine what you would learn
about yourself if you could turn
on your dormant powers and
touch the future!

travel experiences, so you have
plenty of options to choose
from.

We’re a small team of Galactic
Mayan time engineers assisted
by a crew of interdimensional
wizards who have created a new
way to experience time.
Imagine being able to see, smell,
and touch the past, present and
future all at once.
No machines required.
Our company is fueled by a
revolutionary fractal time
technology:

Holomind Perceiver.
This revolutionary inner technology serves as an all-in-one
gateway to any time or dimension.
Perhaps you wish to connect
with people of the past, future,
and/or distant worlds?
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We at Zuvuya can show you
how.
Our company has been operating since the beginning of time.
As a bonus we will even show
you how save your favorite moments for future replay with
our “save for later” feature.

We at Zuvuya make
time travel easy.
Please don’t hesitate to give us
a (telepathic) call today.

Close your eyes and dial 441-144–1441
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ARCTURIANS
ABOUT THE STREAM OF ONE
(24.06.2022. KIN 37 RED SPECTRAL EARTH)

«Feel inside Gaia the STREAM OF ONE as the MULTIDIMENSIONAL NOW!
Synchronize your CORE-SUN with THE STREAM OF ONE!
AND BECOME THE STREAM OF ONE!
In the STREAM OF ONE - you disclose your cosmic origin.
In the STREAM OF ONE - Love, Wisdom, and Power of creation

More and more often, in increasing frequency, I feel Unity with all

people on the Planet and with our Mother Earth. In this Unity, I follow
Intuition, Light, and Love. Intuition—specifies the direction; Light—
defines a field of activity; Love—opens multidimensional perception.
Unity means you see the Light of other beings, feel the energy of
this Light and become IT. Then my Higher Self invites me to expand
contacts with representatives of other civilizations, and today I address Arcturians, with a request for me to transmit an answer to the
question: «What does this future cosmic civilization wish to communicate to Earth through the form of a Galactic eZine?»

“WE – ONE ARCTUR CONSCIOUSNESS, stay in continuous
contact with the Planet Earth and its inhabitants, a newborn radiant race of
co-creators. Unity with Cosmic Civilizations makes visible and perceptible
for you the New Reality of your Planet, and this NOW will soon become

are available to you.
In the STREAM OF ONE - you consciously fuse Spirit and Matter
Within the Planet and create the Earth Ascension.»

I feel myself as a point of the burning Star Fire traveling in the Universe. I
have no form because I AM THE UNIVERSE, and EVERYTHING THAT IS IN THE
UNIVERSE IS INSIDE ME.
I feel this fire — as the Fire of Stars, creating, loving, and feeding all
creations — as the Divine Presence of GREAT CREATOR inside me and inside
everything and operating as the

STREAM OF ONE. Vibrations of this

Star substance allow me to feel UNITY WITH the CREATOR and to travel
throughout the Universe. The

STREAM OF ONE supports ONE LIFE of

Galaxies, Stars, Planets, All Beings of the Universe, Humans, Atoms.
I feel the multidimensional energy of the

STREAM OF ONE, radia-

the norm for all humankind. More and more people are awakening to the

ting through the Planet’s Core, and concentrating in my Third Eye and then

consciousness of this Multidimensional Higher Self, and We hold Light for

projecting to the 3rd, 4th, 5th-dimensional world through all three eyes

everyone seeking the ways of knowing Love and Unity inside themselves.

operating as one powerful searchlight of FIRE-LOVE-UNITY.

We call you to direct your One Heart and One Mind to the disclosure of
multidimensional frequencies of One Life for people worldwide and to hold
these frequencies in your daily life as long as you can. This is how we create
conscious cooperation with Gaia.

And ME, a Multidimensional Star Being in a human form, is sending this

STREAM OF
ONE is manifesting around as Love, as Divine Light, as Unity, permeating

STREAM to all inhabitants of the physical world, and the

atoms and cells of matter and inducing them to vibrate at another frequency – a multidimensional frequency.

WE - ARCTURIANS, are holding the transforming energies of the
STREAM OF ONE in your Planetary Heart. Synchronizing your consciousness with Gaia’s Core Center, you enter the STREAM OF ONE and become
the total Noosphere Consciousness, absorbing frequencies of the Galactic
Source and activating your multidimensional perception and communication with all beings by means of Light”.
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Feeling the STREAM OF ONE, I realize this is an inexhaustible Source
of any Knowledge, any Creation. Here are no questions and answers; here
is a simple knowing of everything that the Heart concentrates on.

My shining Soul thanks Arcturians!
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Secret Garden
In Oz,

Dorothy
was looking for a way
back home—
A spell, talisman, or the
wizard.
What did she learn
on her journey?
The wizard could not
give her
what she already had.
Don’t Forget
the ancient magic—
We all carry.
You take your wand
where ever you go.
We each have
a Secret Garden—

There,
You can
Access your
hidden magic.
Hear the elemental song.
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Meet with fairies and
pixies.

Sit in circle with Sasquatch.
Listen to the flowers.

By helping others
she found her way.

The shine of a sparkling creek —
carries the wisdom of the ages.

This path
Elusive
Can not be forced.
Can not be captured, bottled or sold.

Our guides
direct our path
and protect us along our way.
In my garden
the Unicorns stand guard —
only the pure of heart may enter.

We all have a guardian angel—
Fairy
Unicorn
Dragon
Crystal
Tree or
Crow,
as unique as we are.

You can find it —
In the wisdom of the owl
Fire of a dragon
Flight of a fairy
And from the strength of unicorns.

They say —
“It’s not the destination,
but the journey.”
This one rings true.

Like the dragonflies
they offer light—
Serve as guideposts along the way.

At any time
We feel lost
We can visit
our own
Secret Garden —
where we have many helpers.

Dorothy
went on a journey
to learn about magic.
Find her way home.

They are patient
guiding us
Until we Remember
our Power —

and find our way home
like Dorothy did.
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Discipline
S

So you repeat prayers, precepts and mantras and examine
yourself daily, you read holy books, wisdom texts, and lives of
inspired masters; you meditate, practice breath control and yoga
so that slowly you build a life lived closer and closer to the spirit
level and farther from the animal level that drives most of humanity in circles of self-reinforcing opinions and generally destructive habits and modes of life.
Through this process, one whose goal is to be rid of ego and
become aware of being lived by another force, another element
larger and more universal than the mere self with a given name
and surname.
There is a Holy command that you enter into and become the
cosmos —the inexorability of the passing of the worldly life must
be surpassed by the immediacy of an ever-expanding spiritual
consciousness— and to each who follows a path with wholehearted devotion and to the best of their ability, contains things that
become revealed which may be totally unique to the configurations of that person’s soul and life mission and which may serve
to even further set apart that spiritual order of existence from
the rest of the ways of the world, and even from the ways of
much of the spiritual world …”
—Valum Votan
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My intelligence is coordinated by
the Galactic Ordering
Dynamic (G.O.D.),
that governs all beings
and dimensions
simultaneously.

“ ometimes it appears the spiritual methods may be intensive, excessive, and zealous —but if they were not so, how could the
habitual tendencies of the lower self be overcome?

Embody the remembrance: I am from the stars.
I am not from this Earth.
I have taken a human body
solely to fulfill a vow
and complete
a mission.

by Valum Votan

Raise your consciousness
Remain close to the Earth
Wire the Planet with a rainbow.

The old ways are over. The aeon is passing. The solar age of
the Sixth Sun of consciousness, the noosphere, is dawning, We
are not I, but we are one. We are in the new way of the cosmic
Earth. The way of Earth is enlightening.
I am one with the Earth. The Earth and myself are one mind.
Not I but We —may the original vision be fulfilled— the sacred
circle and rainbow hoop of nations unified!
May my life be the sacred performance of the art of
universal unification!
May Earth be realized as a work of art!
By the winds that blow, may we become the dance of the
sacred order of cosmic enlightenment!

“The Synchronotron 441 cube is the manifestation of the Source
Code — the telepathic frequency index codes of the integrated
holographic structure underlying and informing the Universal
Order of reality; this is why the 441 is known as the Cube of Totality; it is the microcircuit of the infinitude of universes. Those who
can fathom, much less master its knowledge, already belong to
future generations. To study it and immerse oneself in the frequency codes intrinsic to this cube is to purify and tranquilize
restive analphs still activated by the illusion of personal reality of
which there is no such thing.”
— Valum Votan

Mix your mind with Space
Mix your consciousness with Time.
20
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A woman called

PINK

A Woman that calls herself Pink
has Inner Strength
Be the color you love.
See a pink halo around the sun,
Wings made of clouds.
Roses are forever.
A dragon leads the way.
Drum the beat of your heart.
Light the Fire.
Snowflakes always come.
Pass the sage.
We are all angels.
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On Radiogenesis and SHape
Radiogenesis is a living transmis-

to express a wide array of potentialities.

sion process . It is how life propagates
itself by density waves, electromagnetic frequencies, and time patterns
through resonant attunement ...

To become fully operational, the
self-reflective species of the Planet
need to harmonize their mental, energetic and physical frequencies both as
individuals and as a collective with the
ones of the Planet’s heart core.

Radiogenesis is a way of telepathic
and distant travel communication between planets, solar systems, and galaxies.

As any ark, “The Ark of Time” is
concealed underneath the waters of
consciousness, buried deep within the
heart of Time.

When a variation occurs on the
time flow or an evolutive shift needs
to happen, the core of the evolved
stars and planets align and tune to
the same tone frequency in order to
resound and download the new evolutive bundle.

Any individual searching for the
“Ark” must transit the mythic path
of “Death and Self-regeneration in
Time” to emerge as a creative, cosmic,
self-remembered entity.

These bundles are expressed symbolically as “The Ark of Time.”
As a repository of genetics, psychocultural and spiritual development,
evolutive bundles are discharged and
embedded in each Planet’s heart core.
These evolutive bundles contain the
full range of life possibilities and their
permutation for each Planet and its local life forms. According to the clarity
of consciousness and self-reflection
of each species, they have the ability
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Shifting Realities Conduct
Cohesive habits of the three bodies:
3D, 4D & 5D, allow the true nature of
the mind to merge, dissolve and become One with the true nature of the
world and true nature of universal dynamics.

VISION
Mind cannot be separated from
cosmic order; mind is the ultimate
determining factor of this order. The
state of consciousness, referred to as
the noosphere, is a planetary/collective consciousness based on both a
correct perception of the nonreality of
ego and the new perceptual hologram
of the plasmatic-electronic universe
model.

REALIZATION
Unity in the Totality. Fully operational Wizard of the Infinite
of Absolute compassion and
skillful means.
The sacred marriage of Divine
Will & Creative Imagination in
the inner essence of the entity...
The seat of consciousness is
located in the Rainbow Electromagnetic body.
Creative, synchronized behavior
for planetary artwork as a whole systems design function.
Noospheric radiance.

It is Time, the primordial and
ultimate factor that unifies all
minds.
Time is the evolution of
consciousness.

PRACTICE

In this individual path of transcendence, liberation, and creative will, the
Radiogenetic Ark is applied and expressed in a three-fold manner of vision, practice and realization.

“To ride the pulsar is actually
how the three bodies become a
conscious operative unity.”

Involving the conscious practice of
non-ego, realization, and expression
of cosmic dynamics, the resonant alignment of the three bodies is known as
the path of radiance.

This is how Time tames the mind.
Self-regulatory patterns allow the entity to fully dissolve the error-karmic
vision of duality into the Great Perfection condition of being.

The Second Creation is activated.
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To tap into the planetary design, we

Please remember that these are only

must learn to merge our mind with myth,

potentialities, not rigid structures of

art, and science. The first step is to learn

e volution. E verything is a two-way

to ride the timelines of a particular

process, a potential possibility according

planet by becoming aware of its

to our inner clarity and radiance. This is

frequency through specific tracking of

also based on our particular time-space

its host star and satellite cycles. Nex t,

coordinate and what we remember. As a

we instruct our biological spacesuit into

third-dimension entity with

the experience of nowness by mixing our

self-reflective awareness, we are

mind with infinite space while staying

designed to overcome the illusion of

rooted to the heart core of the planet.

separation by striving toward unity

This generates a resonant, open, fluid

through different layers of

transmission that will allow us to mix

consciousness: species, planet, solar

our consciousness with a chosen planet

system, and ultimately, the galaxy.

The artistic design of planets
is a harmonic modulation
of resonant attunemen
between time, mind,
creative imagination
& divine will.

and a specific solar system in order to
receive input and be granted vision.

We are one of the cosmic functions, a natural force with the
capacity to impact and modify biospheric surfaces with
harmonic aesthetic designs. To create a work of art
out of a living planet is the task of true dreamers,
the ones who have managed to tame their emotional
body and figure out how to come into resonant attunement
and manifest electromagnetic radiance. A unified species
can impact and transform the whole field of
consciousness of the planetary realm into the
rainbow radiance of its highest potential.
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Scan this code for a Ressonant Experience
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This body knows exactly when,
where, what and how. All you can do
is relax and enjoy this epic chapter in
human evolution. Allow your mind to
play and explore this 3rd physical dimension, allow it to create the past
and recall the future, and allow it to
drift to other dimensions. Enjoy the
vastness of the mental realm and let
the body thrive in the physical. You are
a passenger in this 3D realm, a tourist; let your body be your guide and

As you already know, all beings are
in the process of evolution of consciousness, and all beings are in the
process of expansion of awareness.
There is always something that we
don’t know, that we can’t comprehend yet. Be humble, leave room for
the UNKNOWN. Respect the vastness
of the mysterious void that you can’t
see through now. This vastness is the
multiverse, it holds all there is, all that
was, and all that will be. Know that
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While immersed in TRUST,
you have everything you
need for your journey.
While immersed in TRUST,
you have no fear
of scarcity.
While immersed in TRUST,
you are free to give.
45

You have a magnificent physical
body to move you in this 3D realm.

FUTURE

And most important: TRUST IT.

In this state of mind, there is no
need for money.
You create for creation, do for
doing, and give for giving.
There is no set price on your creation; there is no set price on your life
force.
You are free to do whatever your
body is doing each and every moment
of the day. And when the fear of “I have
to earn money to have….” is sneaking
into your mind, remember TRUST.

slavery to freedom, from outer controlled reality to inner authority life,
we invite you to reconsider everything
you have learned about money and
energy exchange until this point in
your development.

Trust that all good
comes from the unknown

everything happening to you is for the
best, even if you can’t see the benefit
now.

As you settle in TRUST, you will
learn that the bargain concept limits
you. Bargaining sets conditions and limitations on your energy flow, your life
force. There are times and situations
in which bargaining is correct and supportive. Still, as a Universal Rule, bargaining keeps you in a state of mind
full of scarcity and fear; it keeps you
in a constant negotiation that doesn’t
allow you to develop out of duality
into unity consciousness. As you settle
in trust, you will see that you are one
with everything, and as such, you are
free to give your light, life, knowledge,
power, talent, and love without conditioning and without bargain.

Trust your physical vehicle

THE FUTURE

As you make your first steps from

TRUST YOUR BODY.

Trust the multiverse
that supports you
in every moment and aspect.

MESSAGE FROM

driver. While you relax and watch the
movie, you will see how wonderfully
everything is synchronizing for the
best. This is true magic.
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ARCHITECTURE
and BUILDING
FOR OUR HARMONIOUS FUTURE
A contribution to the most
destined development of and in the universe,
and for a Galactic Civilization

THE PROBLEM TODAY
For Building of various types, we need an enormous amount of
material, which we now exploit from our environment taken from a
variety of sources. Mineral resources, but also wood, is only a little
longer available. Moreover, it needs a lot of energy for processing,
which again is unlimited. Thus, we must find a way of building that
respects our environment and our already built environment.

A SOLUTION
Use biomass-based materials that can quickly regrow each year.
Biomass-based materials are compostable after use, so all is returned
to Nature: This sustainable approach could phase out the exploitation of limited resources.

ARGUMENT
Trends in vegetarian and vegan food, biomass-based, energy-saving, and Fairtrade consumer articles already show a good direction
(although sometimes more honesty is needed). Ideally, building activities should be ethical, following in that promising direction to join a
natural circulation of matter.
48

Left Biomasse material based mushroom collum or pillar / Center Designs for
biomasse material based Shelters / Right Model of More Level Building up to
3 or 6 floors, Made of biomasse material in quite large material Dimension.

BUILDING MATERIAL
There is much biomass available,
which for a large part is burned nowadays. Maize or corn, straw from several
cereals, sun flowers, Jerusalem artichokes or topinambur, papyrus, and similar plants bring interesting biomass
materials for our purpose.

BUILDING
TECHNOLOGY
Those biomass materials can be
processed for example by pressing,
binding, wicker worked, shredded, and
afterwards glued with their own juice,
etc.
Those methods can be done by
handicraft technologies in technically
less developed areas, but automatically mechanized and even by Three-dimensional printing in technically sophisticated areas.

Model Physical planning for the Dutch
North-West Coastal area (model made
of eatable material)

CONCLUSION
Building in this way contributes to a harmonious and sustainable world culture and peaceful
world society, including in developing countries; thus, it is a step
towards a galactic civilization.
.
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CRITICAL REMARK

ILLUSTRATIONS

The time of the star architects’
eye-catching, often alienated architecture is over. We are returning to a fundamental ‘Oikos’- Habitat; a physically
and psychologically safe and sheltered
structures built with and within the natural environment, which also support
spiritual harmony. New endeavors, not
only in architecture, are waiting for our
increased creativity and innovation.

Some views on the architecture of
the future for a cosmic civilization within a galactic development and history
are seen at the beginning of the 3rd millennium of the Gregorian calendar.

Studies for land- town- and villade
planning, based on the sustainable
use of biomass material based building
constructions and structures

Township refurbished with biomass material based building
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This sketch, made in 1973, it might be understood as an OMEN for what later was
an object of study, and a way to create an
integral bio-logical architecture - IBA
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Back at the End Times and
the Collapse of Civilization
and the Environment.

Back when we were Lost.

When artificial Time ran out,
We Lived from our Heart.

We unplugged from the
deadening 12:60 matrix. We
disengaged from the controlling 3D Movie playing
out on Planet Earth. Back in
the turbulent Solar Ring of
the Self-Existing Moon, We
found our way Home. We
remembered the future.

52
In Lak’ech

MAKE EVERY DAY
INTO A SACRED MANDALA,
REMEMBER
YOUR GALACTIC MIND

We understood that meditation, or the experience to which
meditation opened us, was the
very ground of existence, of all
life, of the reality of the cosmos.

Learning yoga and meditation
—Galactic Meditation— became
the centerpiece of our lives.

Changing to the 13 Moon/28day calendar of Natural Time
attuned us to the Synchronic
Order, which placed us at the
center of the Eternal Now.

A LETTER FROM HOME
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LAW OF RENEWAL
We are a group of

change. No matter what teachers and

star people authorized

philosophers may write and preach, the

to bring vital informa-

LAW OF RENEWAL acts as surely as the

tion to earth about the

sun rises in the morning as a merciful

physical conditions in

presence throughout the whole day.

which you live. Even though you have
made much scientific progress, you
can only move forward if you are willing to courageously examine new

The LAW of RENEWAL is universally applicable. It must be assumed to be
present in all physics, chemistry, and biology studies, and all human or nonhuman

information that may not match your

endeavors. This LAW is partner to the

learning and to make fundamental

LAW of EQUIVALENCIES. It relates to all

changes in your outlook regarding the

shifts in balancing fulcrums and equa-

nature of reality. Changes start at the

tions. New technologies will emerge from

beginning. You have been told to view

understanding this law.

the world in a particular manner when
you were a child, a manner dictated
by your culture. Your teachings held
erroneous information. Therefore, we

yourself from inside to outward, and we

LOVE, you will carry apassport anywhere,

want to hear from you concerning your

anytime.

imaginative future plans.

As you pursue your interest in alche-

We are not the first to tell you that

mical exploration, you may need to ba-

your personal life is eternal. Your energy

lance and expand your equations of ti-

was designed all new before birth, and

me-space. You will need to connect to

you will not be swallowed up again by a

the present and the incoming acts of

gray mass of indefinable energy. Although

intercommunication on wavelengths that

you have brought old DNA to this life and

bypass your normal sensory equipment.

memories from other experiences, you

Do not ask for fulfillment of what you

have invented this unique life that you

think is missing, as that will certainly be

live and can carry its essential identity

untimely. Ask for a current time construct

through eons and galactic spaces. You

to balance your equations of conscious-

will not regress in consciousness but will

ness. Then be ready and able to make

expand your sensitivities. If this were not

enormous identity shifts. Be able to die to

so, there would be no reason forus to

yourself that you may be reborn to your-

teach you or take an interest in your wel-

self.

fare. You can look forward to a very long
life, like it or not. The rest of your eternal

By shifting your TIME-SPACE fulcrum,

life will benefit from personal and collec-

you can recognize new possibilities of

tive planning. You will move on according

realities in your life, in your present or

to the equations of your own design.

extended cosmic life. Ideas are invisible

dedicate this manuscript to the young

abstractions, yet ideas can change your

men and women who may find ways to

base reality system. Power lies beneath

recover a more accurate concept of

your ordinary senses. Structured power

life on earth.

is the creator of your reality. It is yours to
use.

We ask you to be a fully realized person in expanded consciousness, for this
is the initiation of the alchemist. It is time
for you to lay aside toys and become
aware of your body’s and society’s his-

The Universal LAW of LOVE applies to

torical functions. As we enter this millen-

your eternal and planetary life. It applies

nium, you may set your watches to match

to the Star People as well as yoursel-

our clocks so we can converse with you.

ves. Our understanding and application

Expand and scan your personal frequen-

of the LAW of LOVE can form an equi-

cy ranges in search of a flood of lighted

librium, a balance, which will easily ca-

energy. Your biology will succeed before

the entire tail will grow back. When a

Have you ever wanted to fly over the

rry over time. The old teachings of love

your S.E.T.I. does. Your heightened ampli-

tree is felled in a forest, another will take

trees like a bird? Would you like to change

of your family and neighbors, love of all

tude will dance over the tops of moun-

its place. When a wolf takes a lamb, the

to a small, lightweight body with feathers?

creatures of earth and sky, and love of

tains. Your outreaching wavelengths will

grass will grow higher in one corner of

What is stopping you? Think about what

self as a replication of the ideas of God

be stretched into overtones that match

the field and spread thousands of seeds.

you could expect from a truly advanced,

are not outdated. Recognizing the self as

our distances from you. Listen carefully

As one mountain is eroded to a hill, vol-

technologicallyequipped civilization. You

a created symbol of God is a fulcrum of

to what we are saying to you now. There

canism will rise up another. The earth

are in the planning stage. What is on your

balance that makes civilization possible.

will be a time when you will need to dis-

itself has times of renewal and adaptive

drawing board? You can begin to change

As you associate yourself with the LAW of

tinguish one voice from another.

When a cat bites the tail off a lizard,
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The Book of Kin is the galactic epic
of free will. Within any moment, infinite parallel universes are available.
In a twinkling, entire histories can
be dropped into the great galactic
ocean, allowing one best, fresh choice to arise like a fish jumping out of
water. Without deathfear, history has
no weight. Deathlessness is the adventure underlying the Probe. When
you see beyond deathfear you
will see that we are and
always have been very
close and near.

K in 2 0 9

aK

B ir

Be creative, and remember you
are from the Stars!

in 2;

Nurture your innocence and
inner vision.

3 ; C h e r r y l H ill e r K

Have fun, remain close to Earth
and to your heart.

Kin 1 1

Reality is bendable by will.
The Future is unwritten.
Imagination and play are key.

son

We leave you with the thoughts:

Some will wonder whether this text
is truth or fiction. Truth and fiction
are distinctions of the third- dimensional mind alone. To the higher,
inter-dimensional mind, the distinction between truth and fiction does
not exist. All parallel universes have
equal reality. Whoever reads these
words, you are a lamp and a memory unto yourself. You choose according to what you remember, and
by the clarity of your own light do
you see what to choose. You alone
can choose. Moment by moment
your disposition creates what you
become. Cosmic love is merciless.
Take another look at yourself.
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We are happy and grateful to
all planetary kin for opening to
receive this artistic stream from
the future. And thank you to all
kin who submitted their art! We
appreciated every submission.

Extract from
the Arcturus Probe
23. Epilogue and prologue:
Cosmic Love is merciless
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Thanks

cooperating
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